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The Traditional Approach and Mindset

• Apply a change management model

• Unfreeze, change, refreeze

• HR as a support function

Great when operations are stable, when change can be planned and controlled.



But what does 

change often look 

like … really? 





So what might we really need to know as HR 

professionals regarding change? 



1. Know your terrain.

2. Think like a startup.

3. Embrace agility; build resilience.  
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“… geography and the character of the ground bear a close and ever-present 

relation to warfare.” 
– Carl von Clausewitz, On War, p. 348 

Step back and consider your terrain.



How permanent is your 

organization? Consider this. 

The Fortune 500 comprises the largest companies in the United 

States (by revenue). 

Between 1955 and 2014, 89% of them went out of business. 

The S&P 500 comprises large companies that represent the 

industries in the overall economy. 

If current trends continue, 75% of them will be replaced by 

2027.



It’s a VUCA world.

VUCA = Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity

POLL: What are the big 

changes or disruptive 

trends you’re facing, either 

internal OR external to your 

organization? 



Here’s a 

snapshot of our 

most recent 

analysis.

The VUCA Report—trends and insights from leaders 

around the world. 

Almost 

700
to date

• Big organizations

• Small organizations

• Virtually every industry

www.vucareport.com



Part of the turbulence you face may be due to a number of 

disruptive trends. Here are the top 10. 

Economic cycles/recession

Collaboration tools

Increasing demands upon leaders

Use of social media 

Big data

Differences in working styles across generations

Accessing high-quality talent in new geographies

The influence of government on business

Changes in work/life balance expectations

Predictive analytics 10
9
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Know your terrain: 

Points to remember

1. Monitor your industry. 

2. Monitor your organization. 

3. Connect everything to 

strategy.



1. Monitor your industry.
• Read—trade news, reports, research

• Engage—industry/professional groups

2. Monitor your organization. 
• Read—strategy documents, top leaders’ insights

• Engage—attend the right meetings, ask big questions

3. Connect everything to strategy.
• Educate and repeat—answer the “why”

• Communicate—talking points, elevator pitch

Know your terrain: 

Tools and take-away points
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But first, poll time! 



Compared with the 

LAST two years, how 

much change do you 

expect in the NEXT two 

years for your 

organization?

1 = Much less

2 = Less

3 = About the same

4 = More

5 = Much more



Source: HCI 2016 Management and Leadership Research 

Talent Pulse: What is HR’s Role in Change Management? 



71.87

The VUCA Index™—an estimation of future VUCA from 

0 (much less) to 100 (much more).

69.572016
2017

……..….
……..….



What is a startup?



“A startup is a company working to solve a 

problem where the solution is not obvious and 

success is not guaranteed.”

– Neil Blumenthal, cofounder and co-CEO of Warby Parker



“Startup is a state of mind.”

– Adora Cheung, cofounder and CEO of Homejoy



“A startup is a human institution designed to 
create a new product or service under conditions 

of extreme uncertainty.”

– Eric Reis, author of The Lean Startup



So, what might it look 

like if HR acted like a 

startup? 





More
• Strategic

• Proactive

• Entrepreneurial

• Agile

• Valued 



More

Less

• Strategic

• Proactive

• Entrepreneurial

• Agile

• Valued 

• Administrative

• Reactive

• Gate-keeper

• Rigid

• Afterthought



It would be game-changing if HR: 

Reformed its 

approach toward 

projects and 

change.



The Typical Approach

Articulate the 

vision

Define the 

requirements

Plan the 

details

Implement the 

change
Evaluate 

reactions

Time
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It would be game-changing if HR: 

Understood 

the MVP.



The Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
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Which risk profile would you prefer?

Time

R
is

k



Think like a startup: 

Points to remember

1. Seek incremental (and 

big) change. 

2. Involve your customer. 

3. Fail small, fail fast, iterate.



1. Seek incremental (and big) change.
• Anticipate—propose HR solutions to strategic issues

• Discover—look for opportunities to add value

2. Involve your customer. 
• Empathize—create your vision with stakeholder stories

• Show and tell—get real feedback on prototypes 

3. Fail small, fail fast, iterate.
• Get feedback—early and often; relish failure

• Continually improve—continue the prototype/test cycle

Think like a startup: 

Tools and take-away points
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Agility: The capability to sense and respond to 

the forces of change—at all levels within the 

organization

• People, teams

• Functions (e.g., “Agile HR”)

• Entire organization



In general, how 

focused, fast, and 

flexible is your HR 

function?

1 = Not at all

2 = Somewhat

3 = To a moderate extent

4 = To a great extent

5 = To a very great extent

Poll time!



Becoming AGILE in a VUCA world

VISIONING ∙
SENSING ∙

MONITORING ∙

∙ CONNECTING
∙ ALIGNING
∙ ENGAGING

∙ BIAS FOR ACTION
∙ DECISION-MAKING
∙ COLLABORATION

∙ BIAS FOR INNOVATION
∙ CUSTOMER FOCUS
∙ IDEA DIVERSITY

CREATING EXPECTATIONS ∙
REAL-TIME FEEDBACK ∙

FACT-BASED MEASURE ∙



Source: The VUCA Report™ 2016-2017  (N = 700)

The AGILE capabilities: How are most 

organizations doing? 

4.00 = 

somewhat 

agree



From To

Job analysis Work analysis

Job descriptions Project and team charters

Full-time employees “Gigsters” and talent portfolios

Intuition Evidence-based decisions

Job boards Integrated social and mobile recruiting

Performance appraisals Ongoing feedback

Gate keepers Service providers, trusted advisers

Administrative Strategic

Reactionary Proactive and agile

? ?

What might “AGILE HR” look like? A few ideas 



Embrace agility: 

Points to remember

1. Build your organization’s 

change capabilities 

through agility.

2. Create stability through 

values.

3. Demonstrate agility 

through HR practices.



1. Build your organization’s change capabilities 

through agility. 
• Assess—your agility with the AGILE Model®

• Reward—agile behavior 

2. Create stability through values. 
• Understand—all change involves loss

• Maintain—commitment to your “North Star”

3. Demonstrate agility through HR practices.
• Model—sensing and responding to change

• Align—HR practices as strategy evolves

Embrace agility: 

Tools and take-away points



1. Know your terrain.

2. Think like a startup.

3. Embrace agility.  



Thank you—keep in touch. 

Elevating leaders, teams and 

organizations to become 

Focused, Fast and Flexible™ 

since 2001 through coaching, 

assessments and facilitation. 

Partial Client List

@benbaran

Ben Baran, Ph.D., SPHR, SHRM-SCP

www.benbaran.com

www.agilityconsulting.com

ben@benbaran.com


